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The "Astralis"-poem by Novalis as
Creation Myth
Edith Borchardt
T^or Novalis, the poet is the transcendental physician (Fragment 42, Schriften
A 7/535), healing the split between the Ego and the World. Unlike Fichte and
Schlegel, who regard the union of Subject and Object as an act of reflection,
Novalis implies that this striving for union is a creative act: an act of the
imagination. The work of art, according to Novalis, is the symbolic construction
of a transcendental world (Fragment 48, Schriften II536). His Transzendentalpoesie is best expressed in his novel Heinrich von Ofterdingen, which was written
contemporaneously with Schelling's System of Transcendental Idealism (1800).
From the manuscript evidence gathered by Paul Kluckhohn and Richard
Samuel in collaboration with Hans-Joachim Mahl and Gerhard Schulz, it seems
that Novalis was not acquainted with this work, in which Schelling elaborated
on the transcendental views of Kant and Fichte (Vater xi), combining their
idealism with Spinoza's notion of the oneness of all substances and developing
a philosophy of absolute idealism known as identity philosophy. Like his
predecessors, Schelling expressed the idea that "the togetherness of subject and
object, of presentation and thing, can be found only in self-consciousness or its
constitutive activity, imagination" (Vater xii). It is surprising that Novalis did
not comment on Schelling's System of Transcendental Idealism, especially since
he was in the company of Schelling in Jena in November 1799 (Schriften III 536)
and discussions could have taken place with him and others of the Romantic
Circle (i.e., Schlegel and Tieck). Perhaps this is indicative of his rejection of
philosophy: during the last two years of his life, Novalis preferred literary
creativity to philosophical speculation. Similar to Schelling, who comments that
"dead speculation ... is ruinous to all imaginative power" (Rand 546), Novalis
comments in a much-quoted letter from February 1800, at a time when he was
writing Heinrich von Ofterdingen and developing his Transzendentalpoesie, "Die
Philosophie ruht jetzt bei mir nur im Biicherschranke. Ich bin froh, daB ich
durch diese Spitzberge der reinen Vernunft durch bin und wieder im bunten
erquickenden Lande der Sinne mit Leib und Seele wohne" (Hesse & Isenberg
Heinrich von Ofterdingen is a novel about the process of becoming a poet,
and the world in which Heinrich lives is poeticized as he is carried from
unconscious experience of his calling in sleep and dream at the beginning of the
novel to higher illumination in the plans for the second part of the book. In the
dream of the blue flower in the opening chapter, he is made aware of his
vocation, and his trip away from home into the world outside is simultaneously
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an inward journey to the center of the self. The Fairy Tale in chapter IX of the
first part forms a transition from the concrete world of time and space to the
spiritual realm of the monastery at the beginning of the second part and the
mythical realm of Astralis.
While the dream in the first chapter of the novel initiates the creation ol
the poet, Klingsohr's Mdrchen (Fairy Tale) at the end of Part I deals with the
process of poetic creation: the redemption of frozen forms in the realm ot
Arctur through the process of creativity, facilitated by Fabel with the aid of Eros.
The "Astralis"-poem at the beginning of Part II forms the transition to a
transcendental realm in which consciousness describes its own creation. Novahs
himself defines Astralis as Geist der Poesie (Spirit of Poesy): "Dieser sprechende
Geist ist die Poesie selber" {Schriften I 360). It connects the visible with the
invisible world. In the "Paralipomena" of the novel, Novahs defines Poesie as
true idealism - the observation of the world as a great spirit, the self-conscious
ness of the universe: "Poesie ist wahrhafter Idealismus - Betrachtung der Welt,
wie Betrachtung eines grofien Gemuths -SelbstbewuBtseyn des Umversums"
(Schriften 1335). Consciousness for Novahs, however, is not merely a reflective
act but the manifestation of love, symbolized in the blue flower that contains a
woman's face (the human aspect of nature). Novahs himself indicates that the
story of the blue flower is the revelation of poesy on earth: "Offenbarung der
Poesie auf Erden" (Schriften 1341).
Ernst-Georg Gade considers the phenomenon of love central in the works
of Novahs and defines it philosophicahy as the striving of Eros for identity, "das
Streben des durch Selbstdifferenzierung der absoluten Identitat erzeugten
Endlichen nach Identitat" (1). Eros seeks to overcome differentiation through
the longing for union expressed in the metaphor of love. It is the moving
principle of Being (Bewegungsprinzip des Seins) through which everything
finite seeks to return to its origin in the infinite (4). Novahs was familiar with
the Eros concept and the androgynous ideal through Plato, Plotinus, Jakob
Bohme and Franz von Baader, as well as Franz Hemsterhuis (5-16). As a pietist,
he also was acquainted with the theology of Count von Zinzendorf who
promulgated erotic love in marriage as participation in the androgyny ot Christ
(Friedrichsmeyer 35). In his "Paralipomena" to Heinrich von Ofterdingen,
Novahs associates love with religion, but also makes references to alchemy
(Schriften 1335).

. .
In both the "Astralis"-poem and the Fairy Tale, nature participates in
androgynous and hermaphroditic images that are both origin and resolution ot
dualities created by consciousness. The hermaphrodite as the child of the union
of Hermes and Aphrodite is both male and female (Kerenyi 11) and symbolizes
the creative principle. Aphrodite as the goddess of sensual love is connected
with form, physical nature. Born from the foam created by the severed gemtak
of Chronos uniting with the sea, she embodies the process of genesis whde
Hermes as the messenger of the gods and psychopomp leading the soul to the
Underworld represents transcendence above and below. In alchemy, the body
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of Venus (Aphrodite) is joined with the spirit of Mercury (Hermes) to create
the coniunctio, linking corpus et anima (Campbell 256-257). Mediating between
physical and metaphysical realms, the hermaphrodite joins visible and invisible
worlds, or Nature and Spirit.
According to Sara Friedrichsmeyer, the androgynous ideal gained
philosophical credibility among the German Romantics through Schelling's
Naturphilosophie, particularly "Von der Weltseele," with its system of polarities.
"It was only by dint of the tension inherent in these polarities, which he even
labeled male and female, that a dynamics of progress could be maintained" (47).
Schelling associates Weight (Schwere) with the female principle in organic
nature and Light (Licht) with the male principle. The personification of the ideal
principle he considered masculine, the personification of the reality principle
feminine, both principles independent and identical at once. The separation
and merging of the two is the creation and resolution of dualities created by
consciousness. Such reflections are found also in his later "System der gesamten
Philosophie und der Naturphilosophie insbesondere" of 1804 (Kluckhohn,
Weltanschauung der Friihromantik 308).
Bringing together the realms of Nature and Spirit, the finite and the infinite,
is also the function of the symbol. Since Goethe influenced Schelling (as well as
Schlegel) with his definition of the symbol, this definition is relevant here: In
Die Propylaen, he states as early as 1797, "when object and subject coincide,
symbol arises" (Wellek 211). The function of the symbol is to mediate between
physis and noumena, participating in the world of appearances as well as the
world of the spirit, so that the hermaphrodite is the mythic image for the
processes of cognition expressed in the symbol. The symbol, emerging from the
sub-conscious and linking conscious and unconscious experience effects the
wholeness of the individual by bringing together matter and spirit and bridging
the subject/object split within the consciousness of the human being. For this
reason, Novalis sees the poet as the transcendental physician and the striving
for union as a creative act.
For the poet Klingsohr in Heinrich von Ofterdingen, art is a dialogue with
nature that is initiated by love. This dialogue is the expression of the world's
soul (Weltseele) which Heinrich is destined to disclose as a poet through his
relationship with Mathilde, Klingsohr's daughter. In her he recognizes the
"visible spirit of song" (Schriften 1277, Heinrich von Ofterdingen 104), and her
kiss awakens in him the memory of the dream of the blue flower in the opening
chapter of the novel. The dream image of Mathilde represents nature in human
form, the world soul of which she is the physical embodiment when he meets
her in the fictional reality of the novel. The "visible spirit of song" (Schriften I
277, Heinrich von Ofterdingen 104), then, is also the spirit of nature and,
simultaneously, his innermost self, his essence the mirror of hers: "She will be
my innermost soul, the vestal priestess of my sacred fire" (,Schriften I 277,
Heinrich von Ofterdingen 104), he says. While his thoughts and poetry will
express her in concrete form, she will dissolve him into music in a reciprocal
131
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process of limitation and delimitation.
In making the connection (in feeling) between Mathilde and the dream
image, Heinrich subliminally understands the relationship between nature and
spirit. She is his innermost soul, as manifested in the dream, the feminine within
him. At the same time, she is the soul of the world revealed through self
knowledge (in the dreams) and love (the kiss that activates his memory).
Internal and external reality exist in reciprocal relationship, one illuminating
the other: "Die Welt wird Traum, der Traum wird Welt" (Schriften I, 319). In
the process of this inversion of dream and reality, fantasy is activated to weave
its threads. From the kiss shared by Heinrich and Mathilde, Astralis is born,
reminiscent of Oriental myths in which conception of paradisiacal spirits takes
place through a gaze or a kiss (Schriften 1643). This "strangely hermaphroditic
creature" (Friedrichsmeyer 69) is identified by Novalis as the spirit of poesy
(Schriften 1360), as self-consciousness of the universe (Schriften 1335).
The "Astralis"-poem is a transcendental creation myth describing the
awakening of consciousness beyond personal and individual experience.
Astralis represents the Golden Age at the end of time (Schriften 1368) and is
the realization of an ideal: a new world created by love. Heinrich and Mathilde
become the World Parents in the myth created by Novalis:
Nicht einzeln mehr nur Heinrich und Mathilde
Vereinten Beide sich zu Einem Bilde. (Schriften

1318)

While for Erich Neumann the World Parents of creation myths are the origin
of duality and ego consciousness (102-127), Heinrich and Mathilde as parents
of Astralis have a transcendent function. The image of male and female joined
together in the embrace of love suggests union after separation, the newly
constituted androgynous wholeness of the original hermaphrodite. Heinrich
and Mathilde in one image represent the return to a perfect state of being by
overcoming duality and separation caused by differentiation. The new life of
Astralis is one of higher spirituality and advanced consciousness.
Being alpha and omega, both beginning and end, the Astralis child not only
futuristically supersedes but anamnestically precedes its parents. It is the world
of origin and the end of time, representing both progression and regression,
teleological development and differentiation that folds in on itself in an eternal
return to the beginning and the source:
Ich bin der Mittelpunkt, der heilge Quell,
Aus welchem jede Sehnsucht stiirmisch flieBt
Wohin sich jede Sehnsucht, mannigfach
Gebrochen wieder still zusammen zieht. (Schriften 1317)

Astralis remembers the process of its own genesis as being born of desire,
conceived in ecstasy. With the first pulse of life, consciousness awakens, too, so
that Astralis is aware of the moment of its own creation, longing for total union
even at the moment of conception which means differentiation from totality.
Eros is the creative force at the center of its being: "Wollust ist meines Daseyns
Zeugungskraft" (Schriften /, 317). As the center from which all longing
132
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originates and to which it returns, Astralis is constant movement, flux: its own
source and its own end. Astralis describes the process of self-differentiation as
the movement of consciousness creating itself. Since it is its own source and
point of return, it is infinitely self-referential, conscious of being conscious,
perceiving the eternal creation of its own self, capable of mentation. Astralis,
whose name contains the adjective "astral" (from the Greek astron, meaning
"star"), is a transpersonal consciousness contained within the phenomena of
nature as fragrance and movement pervading the physical world. In theosophy,
the astral body is a "supersensible substance" surrounding the physical body,
next to tangible reality and not detached from it (Webster's). Astralis seems to
embody this phenomenon:
... Ein innres Quellen
War ich, ein sanftes Ringen, alles floB
Durch mich und iiber mich und hob mich leise. (Schriften 1317)
For Novalis, who was well acquainted with theosophical writings, nature
participates in the process of coming to self-awareness. The act of pollination
in the realm of nature is analogous to the ecstasies of love in the opening lines
of the poem:
Da sank das erste Staubchen in die Narbe,
Denkt an den KuB nach aufgehobnem Tisch.
Ich quoll in meine eigne Flut zuriick—
Es war ein Blitz—nun konnt ich schon mich regen,
Die zarten Riden und den Kelch bewegen. (Schriften 1317)
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The image of Astralis immersed in flower chalices, "Versunken lag ich ganz in
Honigkelchcn" (Schriften 1317), recalls the image of Eros embracing a sleeping
girl inside the chalice of a flower floating
on the flood waters of the spectacle
that Ginnistan provides for Eros in the Realm of the Moon: "In dem Kelche lag
Eros selbst, iiber ein schones schlummerndes Madchen hergebeugt, die ihn fest
umschlungen hielt. Eine kleinere Bliithe schloB sich um beyde her, so daB sie
von den Hiiften an in Eine Blume verwandelt zu seyn schienen" (Schriften 7300).
This androgynous image at the end of Klingsohr's Marchen seems to imply
that Eros comes to rest with the Astralis child/girl at the end of time when the
Golden Age has been attained. The futuristic image represents the resolution
of the polarities of life, the union of male and female symbolizing a state of
harmony. This union includes nature, since male, female, and flower are one.
The hermaphrodite is androgynous, combining male and female characteristics
in the same body, joining above and below in the same way the mythic image of
the World Parents lying on top of each other in the primal embrace symbolize
totality before individuation, when earth and sky have not yet separated.
Metaphorically speaking, this represents the identity of matter and spirit. The
hermaphrodite functions as a symbol of origin in creation myths and is the
source from which differentiation proceeds. The androgyne represents the
process of individuation that is simultaneously one of reconciliation of opposites
that seeks to overcome separation. The hermaphrodite is both alpha and omega,
133
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the beginning and the end. It is the teleological goal in the resolution of dualities.
The harmonizing of opposites through evolution in time is an eternal return to
the beginning on ever higher levels of consciousness. The end state is the lapis
philosophorum, or the joining of the King and Queen in alchemy (Malke 71,
Franz 168-170, 251).
The union of Heinrich and Mathilde signifies the end of time and a return
to the future in the birth of Astralis (the divine child), who is both reminiscence
and futurity, "Ein Anklang alter, so wie kiinftger Zeiten" (Schriften I 318).
Memory and vision are united as Astralis comes to self-awareness, approaching
ego-consciousness in self-encounter as a nocturnal wanderer, whose blindness
is lifted by the light from the stars within its own being. "Astralis" means "der/die
Sternenhafte": like the stars. The light from within is connected with the heavens
above, to which Astralis ascends, new-born in the moment of ecstasy and
transfiguration when Heinrich and Mathilde kiss. The birth process means
separation and differentiation for Astralis in the flight of consciousness that is
memory or recollection. At the same time that desire (Eros) joins Heinrich and
Mathilde into a single image, Astralis in the separation of birth experiences
erotic yearning that causes the utmost pain and longing for identity at the
moment of individuation. A flash of lightning (reminiscent of Jupiter's lightning
bolt) accompanies the creation of the self that is simultaneously the creation of
a new world.
Through the birth of Astralis, the world is re-born on a spiritual plane,
transcending the everyday empirical world limited by the categories of space
and time. This new world is characterized by unity, harmony, and love. It is a
realm where fantasy reigns supreme, raising nature to a higher power and
transforming everyday experience into extraordinary vision. Since this new
world is a return to the original source of creation, there is a reversal of the
processes generally described in creation myths. Instead of separation from a
divine principle, there is union with it in the second half of the poem:
Eins in allem und alles im Einen
Gottes Bild auf Krdutern und Steinen
Gottes Geist in Menschen und Tieren.... (Schriften 1318)
The light of the sun is eclipsed by the new world, and the categories of time and
space are suspended. In the twilight of the new consciousness, the ruins of the
old world contain the vision of a future that is a return to the past, a vision in
which God's image becomes visible in nature and God's spirit in all living things.
This unio mystica is a return to the primordial Logos to be expressed by every
phenomenon in nature.
The movement backward in time initiated in the very first line of the poem,
"An einem Sommermorgen ward ich jung" (Schriften I 317), is not simply a
regression. Rather, it brings the past into the present as an awareness of a former
state that is to be realized in the future. The new world is the realm of love and
harmony which points back to the end state of Klingsohr's Marchen. There,
Fabel spins a thread which seems to originate in her heart: "Sie sang ein
134
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himmlisches Lied, und fing zu spinnen an, indem der Faden aus ihrer Brust sich
hervorzuwinden schien" (Schriften 1314). In the "Astralis"-poem, Fabel spins
the thread that brings motion and movement into nature, connecting all things
and unifying them. According to Grob, Fabel ist "als uraltes Kind die Figur der
Einheit von Zukunft und Vergangenheit, weswegen sie ja auch als Gedachtnis
zurecht bezeichnet werden durfte" (165). She is Anamnesis, "die wiedererkennende Erinnerung" (Heftrich 80). With her spinning, Fabel activates both
nature and the world soul, which are one and interdependent. All of nature is
endowed with consciousness seeking expression:
Das Urspiel jeder Natur beginnt,
Auf krdftige Worte jedes sinnt,
Und so das groBe Weltgemiith
Uberall sich regt und unendlich bliiht. (Schriften 1319)

The embrace of Heinrich and Mathilde initiates the unio mystica of the new
world in which Fabel dominates. The Word or Logos, however, does not cause
separation but animates the World Soul (Weltgemiit) in empirical reality.
Fluidity and movement characterize this process in which disparate elements
come together in a mutual elimination of boundaries until a reversal of the
empirical and spiritual world is accomplished through their reciprocal interpenetration.
In his treatise, "Uber das VerhaltniB des Realen und Idealen in der Natur"
("Von der Weltseele"359-378), with which Novalis was familiar,Schelling posits
the unity of matter and spirit through the copula, the third that unifies the
dualities inherent in nature. Neither the absolute (being) nor the finite (matter)
can exist divorced from each other. They are linked by the copula which
participates in both and shares in a reciprocal dynamic of the eternal and the
temporal. It is identity in totality and totality in identity (363). Schelling identifies it as love (362) that desires to reveal itself in the world, is life-affirming
and form-giving: the emanation of the Absolute which in all manifestations
contains the Idea and in its essence eternal truth. Relating it to God, Schelling
calls it the center present everywhere (366). It is the creative principle (the
Idea), linking Schwere (weight) and Licht (light) manifested in Nature as the
feminine and masculine principles, respectively: "Das Reich der Schwere, wie
es im Ganzen und GroBen sich in der Pflanzenwelt gestaltet, ist im Einzelnen
durch das weibliche, das Lichtwesen durch das mannliche Geschlecht personificirt" (376). The absolute copula is centered in the human being (375) which
through the powers of Reason can perceive the dualities and join them again
into a totality (377). Here Schelling differs from Novalis: for the philosopher,
the link with nature is accomplished through the conscious mind, while the poet
(Heinrich) perceives that union through the symbols of the unconscious or the
imagination.
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Note
This article was written with the support of a University Faculty Summer Research
Fellowship from the University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, during the summer of 1990.
The grant enabled me to research the relationship between Novalis and Schelling at the
University of California, Berkeley.
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